RMB 300 Green Policy

What is the RMB 300 Policy?
The RMB 300 policy first came to be after
we realized that the moving industry has a
large part in the consumption of paper products.
With pollution being a major factor in not
only China but the World’s environment,
we decided that it was best to become a
step towards a solution and instead of
being a source of the problem.
The RMB 300 Green Policy is simple.
When you move with SAE Asia, if we leave five
or fewer boxes in your home at the end of your
move, we will refund you RMB 300.
This helps us to reuse and recycle packing material
while letting you save money at the same time.

How does this help the environment?
With the RMB 300 Green Policy we can save
about 900,000 kg of wood per year.
If just 100 of our customers use the RMB 300
Green Policy, our environment will save:

70 Trees

30,800 Gallons of Water

10 Cu. Yards of Landfill

180,480 KW of Energy

350 Gallons of Oil

260 Gallons of Air Pollution

Every move consists of 50% new and 50% used boxes. All boxes are reevaluated for
structural quality and appearance. All boxes that do not pass this test are recycled.
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What about rainforests now?
At SAE Asia we ‘Stand for Trees’. For every move
regardless if you make use of the RMB 300 Green Policy,
SAE Asia will donate $10 to ‘Stand for Trees’.

What does $10 dollars do?
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For every $10 donated to the ‘Stand for Trees’ prevents one
tonne of carbon dioxide from escaping into the air as a
result of certain areas in the world that would otherwise cut
down trees to support their local economy.

Do you stand for trees?

www.sae-asia.com

